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Supersolid helium has a rather low transition temperature and a small critical velocity, compared
with liquid helium. These properties could be explained in terms of helium’s spectrum structure
and quantum jumps involving large momentum transfer. A grain in the solid helium possess valleys
(local minima) in its many-body dispersion curve, and an exchange of large momenta with the grain’s
surroundings occurs in a jump between a level in one valley and another level in the neighboring
valley. Such jump process also naturally causes dissipation accompanying the onset of supersolidity.
PACS numbers: 67.80.bd
Quantum mechanics formulates that a system has its
own eigen-energy levels, and that physical processes cor-
respond to jumps among these levels. These fundamental
formulations are essential to our understanding of various
quantum phenomena, for example, atomic spectroscopy,
and the difference between metals and insulators. In the
same spirit, it can be shown that the spectrum of a su-
perfluid is crucial to explain superfluidity and its related
properties (see e.g. [1–6]). In this note, we argue that
some quantum jumps involving large momentum trans-
fer are responsible for the relative small critical velocities
and low transition temperature in supersolid helium ex-
periments [7–19]. We also explain the energy dissipation
behavior of supersolid helium [14, 15, 17, 18] in terms of
these jumps.
Let us consider a superfluid composed of N bosons,
which has a weak coupling with its surrounding environ-
ment. The total Hamiltonian of the superfluid and its
environment can be written in the form of
Hˆ = Hˆsf + Hˆenv + λHˆcoupling (1)
where Hˆsf , Hˆenv are the Hamiltonian of the superfluid
and that of the environment, respectively, and λHˆcoupling
is the coupling between them, with λ being small to de-
scribe the weakness of the coupling.
For simplicity, we assume that the superfluid is transla-
tional invariant and it has periodic boundary conditions.
Hˆsf has the form of,
Hˆsf = −
~
2
2M
∑
i
∂2
∂x2i
+
∑
i<j
V (xi, xj) (2)
Where M is the mass of a boson, V is the two-boson
interaction and xi is the coordinate of ith boson.
We denote ψn(x1, x2, ..., xN ) the eigen wave function
of Hˆsf where n is the labeling index (equivalent to a
set of N quantum numbers). For the system in state
|ψn〉 , the corresponding eigen energy is given by En =
〈ψn|Hˆsf |ψn〉 and the momentum by Pn = 〈ψn|Pˆ |ψn〉,
where Pˆ =
∑
i ~
∂
∂xi
is the total momentum operator of
the superfluid.
The state of the superfluid is described by the oc-
cupation probability of the eigen levels, ρn(t), as func-
tions of the time t. One has
∑
n ρn(t) = 1. The sys-
tem has energy E(t) =
∑
n ρn(t)En and momentum
P (t) =
∑
n ρn(t)Pn at the time t.
In general, changes of occupation probability is gov-
erned by the following equation,
dρn
dt
=
∑
n′ 6=n
An′→nρn′ −
∑
n′ 6=n
An→n′ ρn (3)
Where An′→n is the transition rate of the superfluid
from |ψn〉 to |ψn′ 〉, resulted from the coupling between
the superfluid and its environment, and depending on the
states of its environment.
Some rough analysis of An′→n can be done using stan-
dard perturbation methods. First, An′→n is negligible
if |ψn〉 differs significantly from |ψn′ 〉 (The meaning of
difference will be specified). A general form of cou-
pling between the superfluid and its surroundings can
be taken as λHcoupling = λ
∑
p f(p)
∑
k c
†
p+kckDˆ−p+ c.c.
where c†k(ck) is the creating (annihilating) operator of a
boson with momentum k, Dˆ−p operates on the states
of the environment and deposits a momentum of −p
into it, and λf(p) is the strength of a momentum ex-
change by p between them. In first order perturbation,
An′→n ∝ λ
2|〈ψn|
∑
k c
†
q+kck|ψn′ 〉|
2 (q is the momentum
difference between |ψn〉 and |ψn′ 〉), thus An′→n vanishes
unless |ψn〉 has significant overlap with
∑
k c
†
q+kck|ψn′ 〉.
The state c†q+kck|ψn′ 〉 differs |ψn′ 〉 by an particle hole
excitation. If c†q+kck|ψn′ 〉 approximates another many-
body eigenstate of Hsf , we might call it to be a particle-
hole state with respect of |ψn′ 〉. Thus, in the first order
perturbation, |ψn〉 should be particle-hole-like with re-
spect to |ψn′ 〉 for that An′→n is non-negligible.
The higher order contributions of An′→n, might be-
ing significant, can be analyzed similarly. For example,
the second order contribution is non-negligible only when
|ψn〉 has large overlap with c
†
q−p1+k2
ck2c
†
p1+k1
ck1 |ψ
′
n〉 [20]
(for some p1, k2, k1) which can be loosely called the two-
particle-hole state with respect to |ψn′ 〉. The third order
contribution is almost zero unless |ψn〉 can be approached
2by three-particle-hole excitation of |ψn′ 〉. The significant
of k-th order contribution of An′→n requires that |ψn〉
can be approached by k-quasiparticle-hole excitation of
|ψn′ 〉. The (minimum) numbers of particle-hole excita-
tion for bridging between |ψn′ 〉 and |ψn′ 〉 can be referred
as their degree of difference.
An′→n, involving the parallel (many-body) state tran-
sitions of the environment, has a factor being a sum
of probability of possible transitions in the environment
with proper weight. The probability of the state transi-
tion in environment can be analyzed similarly as above.
The transition is mediated by the corresponding particle-
hole excitation of the many-body (eigen) states of the
environment in the first order process, and higher order
transition requires the final state and the initial state
can be bridged by the corresponding higher particle-hole
excitations.
A third important aspect of An′→n is the requirement
of momentum-energy conservation for the quantum ex-
change between the superfluid and its surroundings. For
exchange process involving small momentum exchange
(momentum is conserved), the possible energy mismatch
in the process could be small, for example, being within
the range determined by (energy-time) uncertainty prin-
ciple. However, for a process involving large momentum
exchange, the energy mismatch is generally large, there-
fore this kind of process is likely prohibited.
The many-body dispersion spectrum of the superfluid
is not monotonic [2–4] (see e.g. the dispersion curve in
Fig. 1), and this feature causes different low tempera-
ture transport behaviors from those of a normal system.
Fig. 1 schematically plots the spectrum of the superfluid
at strong interaction (, i.e., a supersolid) [5], where the
x−,y− coordinate of a level represent its moment and
energy, respectively. At sufficient low temperature, only
the levels close to the bottoms of the valleys (located at
the local minima of the curve) are important to deter-
mine the transport properties. It is naturally to consider
the quantum jumps between neighboring valleys, which
involves a change of large momenta ∼ ~a where a is the
average neighboring distance of bosons in the system [5].
Depending on the transition rates of such inter-valley
jumps, the phase transition properties are determined in
different way: case I) inter-valley transition rate is neg-
ligible, phase transition is caused by thermal excitations
which overcome the energy barriers between the valleys
[6]; liquid helium belongs to this case; case II) The rate is
non-negligible, then the transition temperature and crit-
ical velocity, determined in a way differently from case
I.
In case II, understanding of transitional temperature
and critical velocity of superfluidity requires level-specific
analysis of the interval-valley jump. First, the occu-
pation probability of levels at the bottom of a valley
is roughly determined by the thermal equilibrium ,i.e.,
ρ(En) ∝ e
−En/kT . An (effectively) occupied level, la-
beled by n0 and with its energy denoted by En0 and
momentum by Pn0 , in the processes of large quantum
P
E
FIG. 1: A schematic plot of non-monotonic dispersion spec-
trum (line) with valley-like local minima for a superfluid.
some excited states near the local minima of dispersion are
marked by the bars. The low lying states close to bottoms of
the valleys determine the low temperature transport behav-
iors.
P
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FIG. 2: A supersolid may jump from a low lying level (bar)
at a valley to a group of levels (pluses) in the next valley, the
jump marked by the arrow determines the critical velocity of
the low lying level. The spectrum refers to a lab system.
jumps, may be connected to a group of levels at the
next valley indexed by m, m = 1, 2, ..., i.e., the transi-
tion rate An0→m is non-negligible. With the momentum
and energy of level m are denoted by Pm, Em, respec-
tively, the critical velocity for level n0 is the minimum of
(Em − En0)/(Pm − Pn0) among all m (see Fig. 2). The
critical velocity for a valley is then roughly the average of
the critical velocities of the effectively occupied levels in
the valley. Generally the levels with high energies have
small critical velocities, and this make the critical veloc-
ity to be temperature dependent. Overall, in case II,
both critical velocity and transition temperature could
be much small compared with case I where the large mo-
mentum exchange process is absent.
The experimentally observed supersolid helium corre-
sponds to case II. The helium system is generally confined
within an annular regime and generally is composed of
3grains. Some grains in touch with container could move
under the motion (rotation) of the container. Generally
the force to a touching grain, exerted by the ’rotating’
container, sometimes is not parallel to the grain’s facet
in touch with the container, and the grain could move
under the partial normal force applied to the facet [21].
Inside the solid helium, grains interact with their neigh-
boring grains. Some grains, which may not move with
the same velocity with their neighbors, are the superfluid
fraction of solid. It is then ’exceptionally’ possible that
these supersolidic grains can exchange large momentum
with their neighbors (in the normal phase). The ’excep-
tion’ is due to that these grains have similar many-body
level structure, and thus energy mismatch at large mo-
mentum transfer is not an issue.
The experimentally observed dissipation of torsional
oscillator, accompanying the onset of supersolidity, can
be accounted by the behavior of internal energy of the
supersolidic grains. In the normal phase, the inter-valley
jump is efficient enough so a supersolidic grain jumps
fast from the initial occupied valley(s) to the valley(s)
where it has the same velocity as its neighbors. With the
occupation probabilities of levels in the final valley(s) be-
ing thermalized, the energy of the grain, apart from its
kinetic energy, doesn’t change much. In the supersolid
phase, the inter-valley jump is negligible and a superso-
lidic grain just stays in the initial valley and its internal
energy remains the same. Thus away from the onset
regime, there is not much energy dissipation of the grain.
At the onset stage of supersolidity, a grain still jumps
from valleys to valleys. However, due to the small trans-
fer rate, the partially occupied states are distributed in
many valleys. Such a level distribution corresponds to a
nonequilibrium state and the internal energy of the grain
is increasing, thus it absorbs energy from its surround-
ings and causes the dissipation of the torsional oscillator.
In literature, glass model [22], and superglass model [23],
are proposed to explain the dissipation behavior. One
can naturally realize that glass and supersolid share a
common feature in their level structures: the possession
of many metastable states.
In conclusion, various onset properties of supersolid
helium can be microscopically understood in terms of
quantum jumps among the levels of the system.
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